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Abstract
The interest for studying the origin and development of language has increased greatly in the last decades. For a language to be
developed the production and understanding of it must co-evolve, otherwise the users will not be able to understand each other.
Here, we show that the co-evolution of language production and understanding promotes the development of an efficient language,
where the efficiency is measured in terms of number of symbols needed to transmit a message and distinguish it from other possible
messages. We also show how agents evolve a very simple language in order to solve the task at hand, even though the simplicity is
never enforced in any way. 1

1.

Introduction

There are many uses for communication. Not only is it used for solving cooperative tasks and for individual success, but also
to aid others without getting an immediate reward for oneself (c.f. [3]). One example of the latter is when someone (a human)
asks another person for the way to a specific location and gets an answer back even though the person being asked does not
directly benefit from this. Using a common set of abstract symbols (for example the language ‘English’), the person
describing the way can communicate this to the first person so that he or she, hopefully, can find the desired location (c.f.
Figure 1).

Figure 1: Illustration of one of the uses for language. The agents are using abstract representations of their environment in order to
exchange information (i.e. communicate) about e.g. the way to the train station.

For communication in a continuously evolving language to work, both the production and the understanding of it must coevolve ([18], [3]); otherwise the agents will not be able to understand each other.
Ferrer-i-Cancho and Solé (2003) discovered that based on least effort for both listener and producer, co-evolution
promotes the development of a compromised language; both relatively easy to produce and to understand. Their experiments
where based on a naming game where potentially many symbols could be used to name an object, but only one could be
communicated. Here, we investigate how the co-evolution affects the language when the number of possible symbols to use
is very small, but where the number of symbols transmitted between the producer and listener can vary up to infinitely many.
In this work a language is defined as a) the system of symbols used by the transmitter in a communication to transmit
meanings and intentions and b) the system of symbols required by the receiver in a communication to understand what is
transmitted. Further, communication is defined as transmission or receiving of information needed to fulfill a task. We focus
on language producers and listeners that have limited memory capacity (i.e. they can only hold a limited number of items in
memory at any point in time) and hence need to have a mechanism for coping with dynamically long sentences. Our
hypothesis is that the co-evolution of communication production and understanding between producers and listeners with
limited memory capacity tend to promote efficient communication (in terms of number of symbols needed to communicate a
message, where transmitting few symbols is considered more efficient than transmitting many). This since longer sequences
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of symbols puts higher demands on the capacity of the mechanism involved for storing the sequences in the limited memory.
Here, a message is defined as a string of symbols enabling the agents to solve the task, regardless of their respective meaning.
Our long term goal is to make a series of experiments where the complexity of the task and the environment is increased
incrementally. In the work presented in this paper however, we aim to set up the basic principles for the upcoming
experiments and start investigating if the hypothesis is correct in a small and simple environment.
Here, the task is somewhat similar to the road description situation mentioned at the beginning of this section and also
illustrated in Figure 1. One agent (A2 in Figure 2, and henceforth called Agent 2) must find its way to one of two goal
locations (denoted G1 and G2 in Figure 2) in a maze, but it does not know which of the goal locations or how to get there.
Another agent (A1 in Figure 2, and henceforth called Agent 1) has just arrived from the desired location and has now to
describe the way back for Agent 2. For the task to be successfully completed, Agent 2 must stop at the goal location Agent 1
started at regardless of which of the two possible locations used. Hence, the language developed between the agents must be
complex enough to enable Agent 2 to find the correct goal location in both cases.
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Figure 2: Agent 2 (A2) has to find its way to the correct goal location (either G1 or G2) by listening to, and understand, what Agent 1 (A1)
has to say.

In these experiments the maze is a simple corridor with two invisible goal-locations (c.f. Figure 2). Since the goallocations are invisible the agent not only has to choose the correct direction to travel, but also has to move the proper distance
in order to achieve the task. In these experiments the agent has to move in the correct direction for ten timesteps.
The most efficient solution (in our sense) to the simple problem described here would be to use two different symbols; for
example ‘0’ for one goal location, and ‘1’ for the other (to use one digit for one goal location and one for the other is denoted
(1,1) from now on, where the first digit corresponds to the number of symbols used to speak about G1 and the second about
G2). Since the agent always has to travel in either direction for ten timesteps that should not be necessary to communicate
(i.e. this could be innate knowledge). A less efficient solution would be to use ‘0’ for the first and ‘00’ for the second goal
location (1,2), since it involves three symbols; or even worse, to use ‘00’ and ‘11’ (2,2) which involves four. Note that at no
time during the experiments can the agents sense each other in other ways than trough communication.
In this paper Agent 1 has to learn how to move in the maze and how to communicate its movements to other agents.
Agent 2 has to learn how to listen and understand what Agent 1 tries to communicate, and to move accordingly.

2.

Related Work

During the last few years, the synthetic approach in Artificial Life has investigated the emergence and evolution of
communication and language in populations of simulated agents or communities of robots (see for example [18], [3], [1],
[7]). Some research have been about agents evolving shared lexicons for describing their environment and its relations ([20],
[11], [2]) and some have been about the benefit of aiding others without getting an immediate reward for oneself (see for
example [3]).
There have been several approaches to investigate how language evolves both using connectionist networks (see for
example [10], [16]) and symbolic approaches (see for example [9], [5], [4]).
In their experiments to investigate the co-evolution of language production and understanding, Ferrer-i-Cancho and Solé
(2003) used a setup where the language producers strived for a language involving as few symbols as possible, but where
meaning could be ambiguous, whereas the listeners strived for a language with more symbols with little ambiguity in their
meanings. In their experiments only one symbol were transmitted between the producer and the listener, but the number of
different symbols in the language could vary (up to 512 different symbols). Here, we will put very strong restrictions on the
number of available symbols, but we will allow for infinitely many symbols to be transmitted.
Marocco et al. (2002) investigated if the use of an evolved language would aid in solving a task (interacting with two
different objects using a robotic arm). The Evolutionary Algorithm was only concerned about if the robotic arm interacted
properly with the objects, and not what kind of language was evolved. In this paper we are using a similar approach as they
did, where the focus of the fitness function is only about completing the task, and not in any way how the language is
evolved. One difference is that, for them, the language was complementing a touch-sensory system whereas in our case the
only possibility to solve the task is through the use of communication (i.e. communication is the only way for Agent 2 to
know what to do).

As mentioned in the introduction the environment consists of a straight corridor and the task is for Agent 2 to find its way
to one of the two goal locations, depending on where Agent 1 started from. This environment and task puts some constraints
on how the agents should be designed.
Firstly, the agents must be able to deal with sequences of actions and Agent 2 must be able to mimic Agent 1’s actions,
but in the opposite order. There is an architecture that deals explicitly with this; the sequential RAAM ([13]). This is the
foundation for the agents’ non-communicative behavior.
Secondly, we must design a communication channel between the agents, enabling both the evolution of production, as
well as the understanding, of language. Even though it is often stated that language production and meaning co-evolves, in
most models of language evolution meaning is defined a priori and is explicitly transferred between the agents ([15]). Smith
states that the process of meaning creation must not be overlooked as a part in language development. Tonkes et al. (2000)
performed some experiments where a floating point value was communicated over several digital channels (used recurrently)
evolving both language production and meaning. We use a similar design setup where language production and
understanding are co-evolved. Since we define communication efficiency in terms of the number of symbols needed to
communicate a message we only use one digital channel. This restricts the use to only two symbols which may be used
recurrently, thus gradually decreasing the efficiency as the number of transmitted symbols increase. Further, using only one
digital channel enables transmission of very short messages, but still gives the opportunity of transmitting very long
messages.

3.

Agent Architecture

In the experiments presented here Agent 1 has to sense the environment, somehow store enough information about it to later
be able to communicate this to Agent 2, enabling Agent 2 to find the goal location. This task allows the agent morphology to
be as in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the simulated robots used in these experiments. There are ten distance sensors distributed around the robot and two
motors with wheels, which can be controlled separately.

The outline of the control architecture for each agent can be seen in Figure 4. Every agent has the ability to sense the
environment, act, listen and speak. Things perceived by seeing or hearing may either be communicated to other agents or
used by the agent to act in the environment.
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Figure 4: Main architecture for each agent. The four modules used to control the agent we call: Sense, Act, Listen and Speak. These
modules are all connected to an Internal State consisting of twelve nodes. Every agent is able to receive stimuli from the environment in
two ways; seeing and listening. Further, the agent may either act or speak in the environment.

Each of these modules consists of a recurrent neural network, this to ensure that dynamically long sequences can be stored
and processed on limited memory size, but all modules share the same Internal State. Since the modules share the same
Internal State it is possible to, for instance, an agent to wander about in the environment and perceive its surroundings and
later on communicate to another agent what it has experienced. The other agent may then listen to what the first agent has to
say and act accordingly.

It is the Internal State that contains the current state of the agent, which provides the agent with a memory. It consists of
twelve analog nodes with values between 0 and 1. These nodes are connected to all other nodes in all modules and either
receives activations from or propagates activations to them.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the Sense module and its connections to the Internal State.

The purpose of the Sense module (see Figure 5) is to provide the agent (via the Internal State) with a memory of what it
has experienced during its wanders. The Sense module consists of twelve analog input nodes and twelve analog context
nodes. The first ten of the twelve input nodes get their activations directly from the ten distance sensors and the final two
nodes get their activations from the two analog motor control values that are used to move the agent. The twelve context
nodes provide a recurrent connection for the Internal State. At each timestep the activations from the twelve nodes in the
Internal State are copied to the twelve context nodes in the Sense module. The activations from the input nodes and the
context nodes are then propagated to the twelve nodes in the Internal State yielding a current memory state for the latest
experience together with previous states.
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Figure 6: Illustration of the Act module and its connections to the Internal State.

The purpose of the Act module (see Figure 6) is to produce a set of Condition-Action rules used to control the agent one
timestep or until the next condition is fulfilled. The module consists of twelve analog output nodes and twelve context nodes.
Of the twelve output nodes the ten first represent a condition, which describes what the agent expects to see and are used to
detect a certain state or position in the environment. The two last output nodes are analog motor control values to use when
the above mentioned criteria is detected. The twelve context nodes are used in the same way as the ones in the Speak module.
Note that at no point does the agent get feedback or corrections should the predicted state not match the real sensor values.
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Figure 7: Illustration of the Listen module and its connections to the Internal State.

The purpose of the Listen module (see Figure 7) is for the agent to update the Internal State based on what other agents
are communicating to it. The module consists of only one digital input node and twelve context nodes. The input node
receives a string of ‘1’s and ‘0’s from another agent’s speak-node. The twelve context nodes are used in the same way as in
the Sense module, so, at each timestep, they are used together with the input node to produce the next activations for the
nodes in the Internal State.
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Figure 8: Illustration of the Speak module and its connections to the Internal State.

The purpose of the Speak module (see Figure 8) is to give an agent the ability to communicate its memories from the
Internal State to other agents. The Speak module consists of 2 digital output nodes; where one of them (“speak-node”)
produce the string of symbols (consisting of ‘1’s and ‘0’s) the agent is saying and the other (“is-speaking-node”) indicates
when the agent is done communicating (the agent stops communicating when the activation of this node is ‘1’). As with the
case of the Sense module, the Speak module also has twelve context nodes which are used to update the current Internal State
with respect to what the agent have just communicated. Note that, different from the Sense module, only the activations in the
context nodes are propagated to the Internal State providing it with a new state.
Since all modules are connected to, and update, the same nodes in the Internal State what is produced by one of the
modules has the potential of affecting all other modules, should they be used the next timestep. With the task used here, what
is produced by the Sense module of Agent 1 is used by the Speak module of that agent. What Agent 2 receives to the Listen
module is used by that agent’s Act module.

4.

Experiments

As stated before, our hypothesis is that when two agents are developing communication for solving one or many cooperative
tasks, due to co-evolution of communication production and understanding, the language produced will tend to involve as
few symbols as possible to solve the tasks.
This hypothesis puts two strict constraints on how the experiments for testing the hypothesis should be performed.
Firstly, the training should be performed so that the agents’ ability to solve the task only depends on the communication
developed between the agents and not on the agents’ ability to move around in the maze. This means that the ability to move
around in the environment must be trained separately and before the agents start to develop a language.
Secondly, the task should be constructed so that the agents need to communicate in order to be able to solve it. This last
constraint opens up for two testable predictions from the hypothesis.
The first testable prediction is that when the agents are free to develop any language to solve the tasks they should be
more likely to develop a language where few symbols need to be transferred.
The second testable prediction is that if the number of symbols that are (must be) transferred between the agents is fixed
(or involved in the training), a solution should be discovered earlier when the agents have a fixed language involving few
symbols than if the fixed language involves many symbols. Hence, given the same number of replications for each possible
message length more agents should be able to solve the tasks faster if the messages involve few symbols than if they involve
many.
In order to test both predictions we use two different experiment series. In the first series of experiments we explore the
complexity of the languages developed when the agents have no restriction on how the communication should be. Here, the
larger proportion of simple languages developed (involving few symbols no matter what goal) compared to more complex
variants the more support for our hypothesis.
In the second experiment series we conduct a set of experiments for each of the languages found in the first experiment
series. We specify what the language should look like, matching the solutions found in the first experiment series (for
example, if, from the first experiments series, the agents use ‘111’ to denote one goal location and ‘00’ for the other, we
demand that the solution should use 3 symbols for one goal location and 2 for the other). We then count the number of
solutions found that has developed the specified language and also record how fast they were found. Here, if more solutions
are found and they are discovered earlier when trying to develop simple language than more complex ones the hypothesis is
supported.

4.1
Training
As stated above the training in each replication for both experiment series has two stages. The first stage is for teaching the
agents how to move around in the environment and store/recall it (this trains the See and Act modules, together with their
connections to the Internal State). The second stage is for developing a language through co-evolution of production and
understanding, enabling the agents to cooperate to solve the tasks (this stage trains the Speak and Listen modules together
with their connections to the Internal State).
In the first stage the training is performed using back propagation ([14]) for 10,000 iterations in the same way as Pollack’s
(1990) sequential recursive auto-associative memory (sequential RAAM) (c.f. Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Illustration of the correspondence with sequential RAAM. The Sense module and the Act module are together trained as a
sequential RAAM.

As training data we use sensory inputs for Agent 1’s travel along the corridor for ten timesteps from both goal locations
(hence, we have two sequences of inputs, one from each goal location). The reason for using 10,000 iterations is that with this
number of iterations it is very likely that both agents can compress and reconstruct the correct sequence so that what matters
for the outcome of a replication is the development of communication between Agent 1 and Agent 2.
In the second stage of the training a language is developed. This is done by co-evolving Agent 1’s Speak module and
Agent 2’s Listen module using the sequences described above. What is evolved for Agent 1 are the connections from the
Internal State to the two nodes in the Speak module and the Speak module’s recurrent connections to the Internal State. What
is evolved for Agent 2 are the connections from the listen node to the Internal State and the recurrent connections from the
Listen module to the Internal State. The fitness functions used vary between the experiment series and are described in the
following sections. Every agent-pair in each generation is evaluated according to their performance on the following
sequence of actions carried out for each of the two goal locations.
All activations in Agent 1 and Agent 2 are initially set to ‘0’. Agent 1 is placed in one of the goal locations always facing
the same direction, but aligned with the corridor so that it does not have to turn, but has to spin the wheels at different
directions depending on which goal state the agent has been placed. It then moves for ten timesteps in a direction depending
on what goal location it is so as to get to the middle of the corridor. At each timestep the ten sensory inputs and two motor
outputs are fed into the Sense module and compressed together with previously stored sensory inputs and motor outputs
(using recurrent connections) in the Internal State (c.f. Figure 5).
After the ten timesteps it is time for Agent 1 to communicate what is stored in the Internal State to Agent 2. The activation
is fed from the Internal State into the two nodes in the Speak module. The activations of the nodes in the Internal State are
updated using a second set of recurrent connections (as mentioned before, the recurrent connections are not the same as is
used when storing inputs from the Sense module). This is repeated for as long as the is-speaking-node has an activation of
‘0’. If Agent 1 has not stopped speaking before 1,000 symbols have been transmitted we consider this as if the agent never
will stop speaking and denote the case as Inf. The sequence of ‘1’s and ‘0’s from the speak node of Agent 1 is fed into the
node in the Listen module of Agent 2, one symbol (‘1’ or ‘0’) at a time. Each symbol is compressed into Agent 2’s Internal
State together with the previous symbols in the sequence using the set of recurrent connections. This continues until Agent 1
stops communicating (when the is-speaking-node of Agent 1 becomes ‘1’).
Agent 2 is now placed in the corridor always facing the same direction (for simplicity this direction is opposite that of
Agent 1). Now the actual testing starts. The activation from the Internal State of Agent 2 is fed into the twelve nodes of its
Act module. Using yet another set of recurrent nodes the Internal State of Agent 2 is updated. This last step is repeated for as
long as no nodes in Agent 2’s Internal State have an activation higher than 0.1. The activations in the nodes of the Act
module of Agent 2 are used for fitness evaluation and should be similar to what were Agent 1’s inputs. In the first experiment
series evolution is continued for 10,000 generations and in the second for a maximum of 1,000 generations.
After the training the best agent-pairs from the last generation are subjected to a test. The test is performed according to
the same sequence of actions as in the second training stage with the difference that now the ten first nodes in the Act module
are expected sensory inputs (later on used as conditions to detect a particular state or position in the environment) and are
compared to the actual sensory inputs of a corridor. The expected sensory inputs must not differ in activation from the actual

by more than 0.1 (which in our case corresponds to 10%, since all activations are between 0 and 1). Otherwise the replication
is considered as a failure. The last two nodes in the Act module are expected motor outputs. These are compared to the motor
outputs of Agent 1 so as to see if Agent 2 is heading towards the correct goal location. The expected motor outputs must not
differ by more than 0.1 (which in our case corresponds to 10%, since all activations are between 0 and 1) from the motor
activations of Agent 1, otherwise the replication is considered as a failure. This (propagating activations to the act module,
updating the Internal State and comparing activations) is done until all nodes of the Internal State have an activation lower
than 0.1. Unless this happens exactly ten times (the number of times that Agent 1 had to move) the replication is considered
as a failure. In the second experiment series there are also additional requirements for the replication to be successful, but
more on that in that section.
4.2
The First Experiment Series
This experiment aims to investigate what communication is developed when the agents are trained only to complete the task.
At no point is the communication developed between the agents involved in the evaluation. Similarly to Yanco and Stein’s
(1992) experiments, what is evaluated is only how well the agents fulfill the task.
In this experiment the fitness function (c.f. Equation 1) only evaluates Agent 2 (the one performing the task after Agent
1’s instructions) and has three parts: what the second agent expects to see, what it expects to do and how many timesteps it
travels. Note that the communication developed between the agents is not involved in any part of the fitness. The values from
the three parts are normalized so as not to give an evolutionary advantage to optimize just one of them, but all is equally
important for the task. Table 1 describes how the values are normalized.
Sensors
Motors
Steps

Values/step
10
2
1

Steps
10
10
10

Influence
100
20
10

Factor
x1
x5
x10

Table 1: Normalization of the values used for fitness assignment. The calculated Factor is used to normalize all values so that every
influence is equally important.

For each timestep the agent will produce ten expected sensory inputs. Since, if the second agent solves the task, it has to
travel for ten timesteps it will produce 100 expected values (between 0 and 1) for a correct run (we call this an influence).
Further, for each timestep two outputs will go to the motors. Using ten timesteps a total of 20 motor outputs will be generated
(influence of 20). Finally, we also count the number of steps, which, for a successful run, are ten. So, every expected sensory
input is multiplied with 1, every motor output is multiplied with 5 and the number of steps that the robot deviates from the ten
that is needed to complete the task is multiplied with 10.

fitness1 = −

∑ (sE

t

)

* sF + mE t * mF − wE * wF

nrOfSteps

Equation 1: The fitness assigned to each individual in the Evolutionary Algorithm during the first experiment series. sEt and mEt is the
sensor error and motor error respectively in each timestep. sF, mF and wF is the sensor factor, motor factor and step factor respectively. wE
is the step error (i.e. the amount deviating from the specified ten steps).

100 replications are made, each consisting of 100 agent-pairs (Agent 1 and Agent 2). In each generation the ten best
agents are copied into the next generation and a tournament selection is used to designate the rest (and these are also mutated
using a Gaussian distribution).
Each replication is carried out for 10,000 generations and after that all agents in that generation is tested, according to
what was mentioned in the previous section, and the communication solution for the agents passing the test is stored. This
test is carried out for each of the two goal locations.
Of 100 replications 54 managed to find a solution that successfully completed the task for all goal locations. The
communication solutions developed between the two agents with the highest fitness in each replication are shown in Figure
10. In the figure, the results are sorted according to the number of symbols involved in total for successfully reaching both
goal locations.
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Figure 10: Evolved language size during 100 replications. The shortest language (1,1) is to the left and the longest (involving Inf) is to the
right. All combinations up to (3,3) are presented and above that only found solutions are shown. Some results are averaged since they are
similar (e.g. “(1,2)/(2,1)”, “(1,3)/(3,1)” and “(2,3)/(3,2)”).

As can be seen in Figure 10, the number of solutions found that involve few symbols is far greater than the solutions that
involve many. In fact, the communication solutions completely dominating the successful replications are the ones using two
symbols (the least possible number of symbols required to solve the task) and the ones using three symbols (the second least
number of symbols required). The probability for other solutions (involving more symbols than three) to be found seem to be
fairly evenly distributed.
In Figure 10 we notice an increase for the solutions involving one symbol for one of the goal locations (e.g. (1,1);
(1,2)/(2,1); (1,3)/(3,1)). This may be due to the fact that (1,1) is the most commonly used solution and for an evolutionary
algorithm to change some small aspect in a neural network (e.g. the recurrent weights deciding when to stop talking) has a
high probability and thus changing the termination criterion to trigger later (e.g. (1,1) becomes (1,2)) or not at all (e.g. (1,1)
becomes (1,Inf)).
These results clearly indicate that when only evaluating whether or not a cooperative task is fulfilled, the co-evolution of
language production and understanding promote communication involving few symbols.
4.3
The Second Experiment Series
This experiment series aims to test the second prediction of the hypothesis; that communication should be easier to learn if a
simple language is used than if using a more complex language.
Now we investigate if languages involving few symbols are easier to learn than languages involving many symbols when
the structure of the language is determined beforehand. This is done by forcing the agents to develop a specific language
structure (for example (2,3) or (2,1)) by including this in the fitness function. If, given the same number of replications, a
solution using the specified number of signals for each goal location is found more often (and faster) for languages involving
fewer symbols than languages involving more the second prediction of the hypothesis is supported.
In this second experiment series 100 replications are performed for each possible language structure up to (3,3) and also
for the language structures found in the first experiment series (see Figure 11), except those cases where agent 1 never
stopped speaking (those cases have one or more lengths denoted Inf in Figure 10).
Furthermore, the fitness function is extended to also include the language structure (see Equation 2). The
is-speaking-node (cf. Figure 8) still determines when Agent 1 stops speaking, but the more the number of signals transmitted
deviates from the specified number of signals for the replication the less fitness the agents get. This influence is normalized in
the same manner as were done in the first experiment series (c.f. Table 1), which in these experiments corresponds to a factor
of 10 (so, for example, if the specified number of signals for a specific goal location is 3 and agent 1 only uses 1 signal the
agents get their fitness decreased by 20, and if it uses 4 signals the fitness is decreased by 10).

fitness2 = fitness1 − mlE * mlF
Equation 2: The fitness assigned to each individual in the Evolutionary Algorithm. mlE represent the error with respect to the specified
message length and mlF is the message length factor.

The evolution is carried out for a maximum of 1,000 generations. If a solution is found within these 1,000 generations the
generation at which the solution is found is stored. The results from the second experiment series are shown in Figure 11 and
Figure 12.
Figure 11 shows the percent of successful replications for each of the language lengths. In order to get more than 30
successful replications for each language length (used below in Figure 12) more than 100 replications has been run for some
language lengths. As we can see in Figure 11, a solution is found more often for language length (1,1) than for the other
language lengths. There is a deviation from the second prediction of the hypothesis; that shorter language lengths should be
easier to learn than longer. Instead, it seems as if it is easier for the agents to learn a language if only one signal has to be
transmitted for at least one goal location. (1,1) is found twice as often as (1,2)/(2,1), (1,3)/(3,1) and (1,5)/(5,1) which, in turn,
are found roughly twice as often as the rest of the language sizes.
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Figure 11: Results from the second experiment series describing how many percent of the replications that generated a solution. (2,3)/(3,2)
and (2,5)/(5,2) have been run 200 times, (3,3) has been run 300 times and (2,2) and (2,9)/(9,2) have been run 400 times in order to get at
least 30 successful replications in total for that language size.

Figure 12 shows at which generation, on average, a solution is found. Only the generation numbers from successful
replications are used.
As can be seen in Figure 12, when only one signal needs to be sent for at least one of the goal locations the solution is
found at an earlier generation than for the rest of the language sizes. This is analogous to the results presented in Figure 11.
Also, solutions for the language sizes that involve few signals seem to be found earlier than solutions for language sizes
involving many.
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Figure 12: Results from the second experiment series describing at which generation, on average, a solution is found for different language
sizes.

One difference between the results presented in Figure 11 and in Figure 12 is that, although there is not much difference
for the probability of finding a solution using language sizes (3,2)/(2,3) or (3,3), the solutions found for (3,3) are found on
average 60 generations earlier. This indicates that a solution using language size of (3,3) is easier to find than for (2,3)/(3,2).
The results from this experiment series indicate two things. Firstly, languages that involve only one symbol for at least
one of the goal locations seem to be easier to learn. Secondly, languages involving few symbols seem to be easier to learn
than languages involving many.

5.

Conclusions

In the last decades the interest for studying the origin and development of language and communication has increased greatly.
However, for a language to be developed both the production and understanding of it must co-evolve, otherwise the users will
not be able to understand each other. Here, we set out to show that, among agents with limited memory size, the co-evolution
of language production and understanding promotes the development of an efficient language, where the efficiency is
measured in terms of number of symbols needed to transmit a message and distinguish it from other possible messages.
Here we test the hypothesis by using two agents that have to solve a cooperative task. One agent must get to one of two
goal locations, but it does not know which or where that goal location is, and the other agent, who has just been at the correct
goal location, must communicate this to the first agent.
Two experiment series are used. In the first one, what communication is developed is not part of the fitness, only how
well the agents perform the task. The task can be solved optimally by transmitting one symbol for each of the two goal
locations, but there is no restriction for how many symbols can be transmitted for a specific goal location. A RAAM-like
architecture is used to allow agents with limited memory to use sequences of unlimited length. Here, the results clearly show
that the most common solution used is transmitting as few symbols as possible, even though the bias towards simple
languages is never explicitly expressed in the fitness function of the first experiment series. This means that the results
support our hypothesis. The results may be due to the number of times each network weight has to be traversed (which are
fewer with shorter languages), and hence must be adjusted for during training.
In the second experiment series we test if using a simple language makes the probability of learning to solve the tasks
greater and a solution found faster than using more complex languages. The results here show that the easier language the
higher probability that the task is solved and with lesser training. Notably, learning languages which only have one symbol
for at least one of the goal locations are easier to learn than other languages. The second experiment series also supports our
hypothesis. The difficulty of training the network weights for longer languages might also be the reason for the results of the
second experiment series.
We have not addressed what happens if the maze for instance has corners, or adjacent corridors. Even though the maze
setup seems trivial it provides a good ground and benchmark for further research using more complex mazes.
We identify three areas for future investigation. The first area is trying to implement these experiments on a physical
robot. What is produced by the second agent is a set of Condition-Action rules, which can be used to guide a robot. In the
experiments presented here, the Condition-Action rules that the second agent produces may deviate from what the first agent
experienced by up to 10%. However, the second agent gets no feedback what so ever from the environment and can not
correct its movements. This may lead to that the second agent ends up far from the desired goal location and is still
considered to have completed the task. A mechanism for allowing continuous feedback from the environment needs to be
developed.
The second area for further research is to gradually increase the complexity of the maze and task the agents has to
perform. This may increase the understanding of how the environment affects the evolution of language.
The third area for further research is to have several goal locations which have to be visited in sequence. This can be used
to investigate more complex memory architectures and how several sequential tasks may influence how the language
develops.
We have now tested, and found support for, our hypothesis from two perspectives (the two experiment series). We cannot
but draw the conclusion that the co-evolution of communication production and understanding promotes development of a
communication using few symbols. So much for social interactions at work.
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